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MnSCU withholds reform proposal, seeks Senate approval anyway
BY JOSIE GERESZEK
gereszekjo@mnstate.edu

Despite the growing discussion
surrounding MnSCU’s Charting
the Future, it seems the average
student is still uncertain what exactly
the proposal involves. A series of
meetings in the past few months have
indicated that even those responsible
for its continuation are as well,
thanks to MnSCU Chancellor Steven
Rosenstone.
Wednesday saw a “gallery walk”
to provide displays about Charting
the Future to students, faculty, and
community members. That evening
was a town hall meeting hosted by
Student Senate to address a hefty
number of concerns regarding the
proposed education reform.
Charting the Future began about
two years ago as an education
initiative put on by the system office,
introduced by Rosenstone. MnSCU
holds 31 institutions on 54 campuses
across 47 different communities
across the state.
Through this, it influences
approximately 430,000 students.
MnSCU is the central office guiding
policy, setting boundaries, and giving
directions to colleges and universities
across the state.
Following its introduction, the
initiative was put up for review by the
Minnesota State University Student
Association, of which all currently
enrolled students are members. The
organization is funded by student
fees and represents student bodies to
state legislators and the system office.
Essentially, the association functions
as Student Senate at the state level. Its
jobs are primarily advocacy, support,
and lobbying.
Its board of directors is made up
of the student body presidents of
all seven state universities in the
MnSCU system. Student Body
President Cody Meyer represented
MSUM alongside representatives
from Bemidji, Metro, Southwest, St.
Cloud, Mankato, and Winona. Now,
Meyer and likely other directors are

ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu

Student Body President Cody Meyer displays the McKinsey document, which supposedly details the proposed actions of Charting the Future. Despite orders for
MnSCU student senates to state approval or disapproval of the document, the 42-page release is almost entirely blacked out.

working to fight Charting the Future.
“This hasn’t really come to light, it
wasn’t really a topic of conversation
very much at the campus levels until
the last few months and into late last
academic year,” Meyer said.
The process began when MnSCU
applied for a $200,000 grant from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.
Soon after, its design was
underhandedly tasked to McKinsey
& Co., a global management
consulting firm, to help it launch the
overhaul for a fee of $2 million.
MnSCU policy calls for board
approval only for vendor contracts of
$3 million or more. At the University
of Minnesota, with almost twice the
operating budget, the cutoff is $1
million.
The unapproved $2 million
contract with McKinsey & Co. came

as a surprise to students and faculty
involved with Charting the Future.
Numerous representatives have
said they are pushing for changes
to increase transparency and board
oversight at MnSCU, in light of a
growing number of communication
shortcomings stemming from the
chancellor.
Reportedly, Rosenstone did not
bring up the contract or $2 million
deal with McKinsey when students
asked about the plan’s costs or when
he updated the board of trustees
about the initiative.
“That seems like a detail that
should have been made known to
all stakeholders in this process,”
MSUSA State Chair Kari Cooper
said in an interview with Pioneer
Press.
She said association members

Study abroad program Norway bound
BY ZANA POMMIER
pommierza@mnstate.edu

If you got the opportunity to spend a
semester in another country for $1,000,
would you do it? Students are now
being offered the opportunity to study
abroad at the University of Adger in
Kristiansand, Norway for just a little
over the overall price-tag of a semester
at MSUM.
“It’s like [the cost of] MSUM plus a
plane ticket,” said Janet Haak, director

of study abroad.
The cost of tuition for a semester
at MSUM is about $4,000 with fees.
Combined with the costs of books, food
and housing, an MSUM semester would
be just short of the $10,000 students
would spend to study in Norway.
As a Norwegian University, students
at Adger aren’t charged tuition. The
cost of living in Norway encompasses
the majority of the program fee.
The program is ideal for students
who still have LASC courses to take,
NORWAY, PAGE 5

asked Rosenstone about expenses
Charting the Future would be incurring
during an April meeting.
“No mention of McKinsey was
brought up when we point-blank
asked,” Cooper said.
In response, Rosenstone said
MnSCU did not publicize the
contract because the company prefers
to “work in the background.” He also
said student leaders did not explicitly
ask if the system had engaged an
outside consultant.
“A lot of people were
uncomfortable about it because
the board of trustees and the
students and a lot of the faculty
didn’t find out about the $2 million
contract from the chancellor or
the system office themselves —
they found out from a Pioneer
Press article,” Meyer said.

Its basis is centered around
some key recommendations, which
include a dramatic increase in the
success of all learners, a collaborative
and coordinated academic planning
process, certification of student
competencies and capabilities,
the expansion of pathways to
accelerate degree completion, the
foster of competency-based credit
and degrees, expansion of technology
use, the strengthening of classroom
instruction and student services, the
provision of more individualized
learning and advising, the provision
of comprehensive workplace
solutions, and the redesign of
financial and administrative models.
“On the surface they sound pretty
good,” Meyer said. “These are
pretty broad goals, there are things
that we want to see accomplished
MNSCU, PAGE 4

Campus celebrates American Indian
Heritage Month
BY MAUREEN MCMULLEN
mcmullenma@mnstate.edu

Confronting cultural stereotypes is a
frustrating and frequent part of criminal
justice junior Cera Swiftwater’s life.
“A lot of people don’t even know
(American Indian students) are here,” said
Swiftwater, who grew up in the Pine Ridge
Reservation, an Oglala Lakota reservation
in South Dakota. “And if they do know

about us, they think, ‘Oh, you must live
in a teepee.’ Actually, no, I live in south
Moorhead.”
November marks American Indian
Heritage Month, a national initiative to not
only dispel stereotypes like these, but also
celebrate and raise awareness of American
Indian cultures.
“We’re not stuck in the past,” said Darcy
Smith, a cultural anthropology senior and
president of the American Indian Student
HERITAGE, PAGE 5
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Briefs

CCampus
alendar

11.4

11.4 - 11.10

6 – 7 p.m.
Art School 3.0,
Plains Art Museum

11.5

9 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Internship
and
Career Fair, CMU
ballroom

11.7

7 – 10 p.m.
Volleyball
Concordia Paul, Nemzek

11.8

11 a.m. – 2 p.m.
3rd
Annual
Scholarship
Luncheon,
CMU
ballroom
4 – 7 p.m.
Volleyball vs MSUMankato, Nemzek
5 – 9 p.m.
China
Night,
Underground

vs
St.

6:30 – 11 p.m.
Family Feud, CMU
ballroom

Senate
pdate
U

10.30 Meeting

•

The Senate appointed candidate Brady Dukart to the
position of Business and Innovation Senator and Kelsey
Slattery to an Off-Campus Senator position.

•

The Student Association of MSUM officially decreed
opposition to Charting the Future.

•

A series of potential ad-hoc meeting topics were discussed.

•

Students are invited to attend Senate
meetings Thursdays at 6 p.m. in CMU 205.

S U pdate

ecurity

10.23:

• Motor vehicle accident in G-1. No
injuries.

10.24:

• Suspicious activity outside of Wellness
Center. Individual gone on arrival.

• Suspicious activity reported in South
Snarr. Unable to locate individuals
involved.

10.25:

• Suspicious activity reported in Dahl.

10.23- 10.28
• Suspicious activity reported second
floor Holmquist. Individual removed
from building.

10.27:

• Suspicious activity reported on second
floor Dahl, individual gone on arrival.

10.28:

• Motor vehicle accident M5 lot. No
injuries, Moorhead Police Report
taken.

Unable to locate individual involved.

Safety Tip of the Week

To report a problem, contact Public Safety at 218.477.2449.

Hear a fire alarm?
Make sure you leave in a prompt and orderly manner.
Practicing an exit route is a good idea.

Advocate
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MSUM Briefs
Campus News anchors auditions
for next semester
Campus News will host auditions
for next semester’s news and sports
anchors Nov. 19 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Campus News studio
(Flora Frick 245).
Scripts are available in the studio
to pick up at the listed hours to read
prior to audition.
For more information about the
auditions contact Aaron Quanbeck
at quanbeck@mnstate.edu.
Head athletic trainer Andy Scott
receives national award
Head Dragon athletic trainer
Andrea “Andy” Scott was named
the Head Athletic Trainer of the
Year for Division II by the National
Athletic Trainers Association
(NATA) at its annual meeting last
summer.
NATA recognizes one athletic
trainer for exceptional performance
in each of the following collegiate
divisions: NCAA D1, NCAA
D2, NCAA D3, NAIA and Junior

College/Community
College.
Award recipients are actively
involved in their community
or campus, athletic training
associations and promotion of the
profession.
MSUM choir fall choral concert
MSUM choirs will present
their fall choral concert titled
“Reflections” today at 7:30 p.m.
It will feature Festival Men’s
Choir, Festival Women’s Choir,
and Concert Choir.
Admission is free for MSUM
students, but they must still obtain
a ticket at tickets.mnstate.edu
Correction to Soroptimist Live
Your Dream Award application
deadline
The Live Your Dream award
provides cash grants to women
who are heads of families and
are working to better their lives
through additional schooling and
skills training. The application
deadline is Nov. 15.

More information and links to
the application form can be found
at soroptimist-moorhead.org.
Men’s Panel: Defining Healthy
Masculinity
Dragon Entertainment Group
and male faculty, staff and alumni
will host a Men’s Panel in CMU
101 on Nov. 4 from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
The panel will be an open
discussion on current events, all
things “manly,” and a safe, open
space to talk about all issues
pertaining to both men and women.
Watch the Full DragonsLIVE
Episode
MSUM Dragon Athletics and
WDAY have partnered to bring
you the DragonsLIVE Coaches
Show on the last Wednesday of
every month.
The show will feature exclusive
head coach and student-athlete
interviews for fans to get an
insider’s look at MSUM Dragon
Athletics on WDAY’Z XTRA.

World News

Ferguson no-fly zone for hiding
protests
While police in Ferguson asked
for a 37 square mile no-fly zone
from the U.S. government for
safety reasons, audio recordings
show that the police really
wanted it to keep away news
helicopters during street protests.
“They finally admitted it really
was to keep the media out,”
said one FAA manager about
the St. Louis County Police in
a series of recorded telephone
conversations the Associated
Press got ahold of.
But they were a little
concerned of, anything else
that could be going on. The
police have maintained that the
flight restriction was solely for
safety, and had nothing to do
with keeping the media from
witnessing the police response to
protests.

however, has reportedly told
aides he wants to find momentum
in his final two years in office,
despite the short window given
the likely drama around the
looming 2016 presidential race.

White House preps for GOP
Congress
Despite a likely hostile
Congress, White House aides
say the president will continue to
use executive authority to further
Democratic policy priorities on
climate change, immigration,
energy, gay rights, and the
economy after the election. The
administration is preparing itself
for the likelihood of GOP control
in both the House and Senate.
As a result, aides are also
looking for possible compromises
on issues like trade, taxes, and
infrastructure. The president,

ISIS kills 300 tribe members in
mere days
An initial claim on Saturday
of 50 members of the Albu Nimr
tribe being slaughtered by ISIS is
now 85, bringing the total of tribe
members executed by ISIS over
the past few days to more than
300. The additional 35 bodies
were found in a mass grave.
The killing spree by ISIS
against this Iraqi tribe is part
of a campaign to break local
resistance and demonstrate that
U.S. airstrikes are not slowing
the group down. The tribes chief
Sheikh Naeem al-Ga’oud said he

Ma supports protesters
President Ma Ying-jeou of
Taiwan risked antagonizing
Beijing on Friday by voicing
support for protesters in Hong
Kong and for greater democracy
in mainland China even as
he sought further free-trade
agreements with the mainland.
The
president’s
public
pronouncements on the Hong
Kong protests— he also
expressed support for them in
a televised speech on Taiwan’s
National Day, Oct. 10— show
a greater willingness lately to
speak out on a delicate issue for
the Chinese leadership.

asked Baghdad for arms, but was
ignored.
The Albu Nimr tribe had
successfully fought ISIS for
weeks, but were forced to
withdraw and retreat when they
ran low on ammunition, fuel, and
food. While fleeing, many were
caught by ISIS militants, shot,
and dumped into mass graves.
U.N.:
climate
change
“irreversible”
Scientists at the UN are
sounding the alarm in a new
report.
“Continued
emission
of
greenhouse gases will cause
further warming and long-lasting
changes in all components of
the climate system, increasing
the likelihood of severe,
pervasive
and
irreversible
impacts,”
concluded
the
report by the United Nations’
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC).
The
report
says
that
governments must decide soon
whether to take dramatic steps,
or face “abrupt and irreversible
changes” to the atmosphere and
oceans.
The report represents a
five-year effort to take into
consideration the latest in climate
change science and evidence. It
is the final document out of five
assessments made since 1990,
and is intended for use by world
leaders working on an internation climate treaty in Paris
next year.

World and MSUM briefs from dailybeast.com, Dragon Digest and submissions at advocate@mnstate.edu
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Opinion

Z e l l w e g e r ’s f a c e – a s t r e t c h t o o f a r ?

BY WILLIAM PRYER
pryerwi@mnstate.edu

If you simply Google “Renee
Zellweger’s face,” over 60,000 articles
will come up, with over 8 million results
overall. Over the past couple of weeks, the
Internet has exploded over Zellweger’s
new look with the speculation that the
45-year-old actor has had facial surgery
to some degree.
Zellweger first revealed her new look

at the Elle’s 21st Annual Women in
Hollywood Awards on Oct. 20 and has
received a strong, shocked reaction.
Various magazine and newspaper
articles have slammed Zellweger for
her surgery, which she has not yet even
confirmed.
“Bridget, Bridget, where have you
gone?” demanded Lambert, a writer for
the U.K. Telegraph. The NY Daily News
even ran an article in which plastic
surgeons tell the reader what surgery
they think she has had, which again, she
has not confirmed. These ‘surgeons’ are
just playing a guessing game of course
– they have no insight into Zellweger’s
personal life and are just making
assumptions.
Although
Zellweger’s
look
is
different, it is perplexing to read articles
questioning whether or not it is actually
her. Photographs of her face ten years
ago are being compared to her latest
image, which is completely redundant.
Of course Zellweger is going to look
different; the photographs were taken
ten years ago. I can safely say I look
different from my 10-year-old self. I
think it’s fair to say Zellweger doesn’t
look unrecognizable, but simply older.
Zellweger is having her face picked

apart by the vulture that is the media. Just
imagine having your face scrutinized by
over 60,000 ‘journalists’ who do not
have insight into the situation.
Annabel Fenwick Elliot of the Daily
Mail, a U.K. publication, even suggested
that Renee had surgery ‘to disguise her
ethnic roots’. And the evidence for this
is… where, Annabel?
It seems that the media is so quick to
make assumptions and judge a situation
they know nothing about. In fact, if I
were in Zellweger’s situation, I would
feel insulted the media is even suggesting
I am shrugging off my heritage.
What is worrying is this type of
‘journalism,’ if I can call it that, is
becoming normalized. The media is
becoming increasingly cruel, hurtful
and sexist towards women. Society
condemns women for growing old
and then denounces them for trying
to appear youthful – it’s a catch-22.
Zellweger is bound to feel pressure to
look young, especially in an industry
that is predominantly concerned with
appearance.
If Zellweger did have surgery, it
would not be surprising if it was done
out of insecurity. Society seems to have
correlated beauty with youth, which is

both unrealistic and nonsensical.
People age, and what may come as a
shock to both the media and society is
women age. There is nothing shameful
about this, and it is upsetting to see so
many women in society who cannot
come to terms with this simple fact of
nature and are made to feel ashamed.
In response to the scrutiny, Zellweger
released a statement to PEOPLE,
reading: “I’m glad folks think I look
different! I’m living a different, happy,
more fulfilling life, and I’m thrilled that
perhaps it shows.”
Isn’t this enough for people? Is it not
enough that she is happy with her new
look, whether she has had surgery or
not? Oh, but the media is never satisfied
with a content celebrity; that’s not
interesting or entertaining. Instead, the
media would rather tear people down
for a good story.
I agree with Zellweger that the rumors
about her face are ‘silly.’ It seems as
though her identifier as an actress has
been replaced with something as trivial
as her face and age. As long as society
correlates beauty with youth, attitudes
toward aging will not change. And
for the sake of women’s self-esteem, I
sincerely hope it does change.

Task force must educate to end sexual assault

BY SHAYNA RODEMAN
rodemansh@mnstate.edu

At the beginning of the school
year, one of the main topics in the
news was the report of an 18-year-

old girl being raped by wrestler
Angel Mario Vega. Now, a second
sexual assault has been reported on
campus.
Interestingly enough, 18-year-old
freshman Zachary Hilliard turned
himself into authorities on Sept.
23 after raping his ex-girlfriend.
They dated for about three weeks
before breaking up, only for him to
sexually assault her about a week
after the relationship ended.
The task force President Anne
Blackhurst gathered is planning on
getting together for their first meeting
soon. The goal of the group it to create
a campus culture where no forms of
sexual harassment are tolerated.
With rapes happening every day, let
us just look at the main component
that both of these cases have in
common: they were reported.
One could certainly argue that with
more reported rapes on campus, there
are naturally more rapes occurring.

However, I would like to propose
that these rape reports are, in some
ways, a positive indicator. Look at
the awareness that is being spread
as a result of these reported rapes.
Certainly, it would have been best if
these sexual assaults did not occur at
all; but most rapes are unfortunately
unreported and unpunished.
It’s telling that Hilliard turned
himself into police. Again, it would
have been better if he would have
realized the fault in his actions before
he committed the assault; but the fact
that he recognized what he did was
wrong and took action about it causes
me to believe that what the school is
doing about the issue is not all wrong.
The university could arguably do
more to prevent, or at least address,
sexual assault on campus, but how
much can a task force really do to
prevent rape?
That is why it is important to
keep people informed about the

issue. Learning more about any
subject takes effort. It means actively
searching out information. There are,
unfortunately, some people who just
don’t care enough to learn more about
it.
This doesn’t mean that we cannot
inform as many people as possible.
In order to do that, it is imperative
to reach students where there is little
distraction and where a lot of them
are bound to be.
It is also important for the task
force to get MSUM students actively
listening by asking questions and
getting them to think about how rape
could affect (or even has affected)
them.
It would be nice to stop hearing
about sexual assault cases in the area,
but the best way to make it stop is
through education.
People are beginning to understand
what sexual assault is and how to
advocate against it.

health and social life is up for debate.
What would we do without our
cell phones, laptops, email or more
importantly, Pinterest? How did anyone
figure out how and when to meet up
before the 1970s? Our generation has
grown up with technology, which is
constantly evolving. Our cell phones
are checked periodically; if we’ve left
our phones aside for a couple of hours
we come back to them excitedly, hoping
to find multiple texts and Snapchats. It
makes us feel wanted and appreciated.
What is wrong with this picture?
Our brains are constantly wired; each
day we commit over half of our time to
technological devices and willingly let
it consume our free time.
Granted,
there
are
benefits.
Knowledge is constantly at our
fingertips waiting to be discovered. If
we’ve traveled far from a loved one, the
single touch of a button makes their
voice heard on the other end of the line.
“The great thing about modern
life is you can do so much, and the
curse of modern life is you can do so
much,” said Edward Hallowell, M.D.,
author of “CrazyBusy: Overbooked,
Overstreched, and About to Snap!”
Of course, our lives are fast-paced.

We need technology in order to survive
it seems. I understand it helps us stay
organized, but cutting back on how
often we use it could be beneficial. It
could be hurting our health more than
we realize.
An interesting topic I came across
online was “FOMO.” It’s simply an
abbreviation for something that I
have found myself guilty of — “fear of
missing out.”
While on Facebook, I am constantly
receiving invites; my friends are always
texting me asking where I am or what
I am doing this weekend. People,
including myself, are concerned that
if they do not attend these events, they
are simply missing out.
This is a real thing. My friends are
out, and they are having fun without
me. Newsflash: they’re not. Feel free
to sue me for staying in and knitting
rather than going out with you.
Modern gadgetry should not be
robbing us of our peace. By learning
how to utilize our devices and how to
be in control of them, rather than them
being in control of us, can be a hard
skill to master.
One of my professors told me that
over the weekend she does not answer

emails or texts. It is a time for her to
untangle. She told my class, “there
is a time to be professional (Monday
through Friday) and a little time for
yourself (Saturday and Sunday) for a
reason.”
A few solutions may sound simple
but can be a challenge to adjust to.
Learn moderation, eliminate excess if
necessary or leave the cell phone home
one day a week.
This can be done with a friend as
well. Team up and talk about how
refreshing it is to spend time away
from technology.
Another interesting way to untangle
could be creating a ‘not-to-do’ list. One
of my professors is notorious for setting
automatic responses for her emails
while she is away with information
of who to contact if an emergency
happens.
“Technology doesn’t stress me out. If
I feel like I’m spending too much time
on them, I will stop using those devices,”
English major Nick Hornbacher said.
Simply cutting back a few hours
each day can have unbelievable
psychological benefits. Our brains are
not meant to be wired 24/7 and neither
should we.

Do we need to untangle?

BY KIT MURRAY
murrayki@mnstate.edu

While in high school, my history
teacher would joke that human
evolution has done a complete 180.
We started out hunched over, then
our spines straightened out over time
and now we’re hunched over again,
fingers laced around a cell phone or
iPad, constantly wired to technology.
Whether or not this is harmful to our
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MNSCU, FROM FRONT

ETHAN DEGREE • degreeet@mnstate.edu

Moorhead Mayor Del Rae Williams reads a document detailing Charting the Future at Student Senate’s town hall meeting Wednesday.

in education.”
Implementation teams were
established to address each of
the following issues: student
success, academic planning
and collaboration, diversity,
comprehensive
workplace
solutions, system incentives
and rewards, information
technology, steering committee,
and competency certification
and credit for prior learning.
They were tasked with confirming how to deliver on
MnSCU’s mission. Issues began
with a lack of student representation on the task committees. At
a maximum, the implementation teams were made up of 18
members, only one of which was
an MSUSA representative. This
posed a problem: MSUSA representatives didn’t like the makeup of the implementation teams.
They felt their voices didn’t have
as much weight as some of the
other parties involved. Further,
only 500 of MnSCU’s 430,000
students provided input.
“One thing about these committees is that they don’t vote,”
Meyer said. “That was a problem
that we had at the MSUSA level,
that when you have this committee and we’re bringing input
to the table, these people who
are leading these committees,
who are trained by McKinsey
& Co., there’s no voting. So,
there’s an acknowledgement that
yes, we’ll take your input and
we’ll talk about it, thank you for
doing what you do, and then we
move on with business. When
you are expected to be the chief
recipient of the benefits and also,
mind you, the chief recipient
of the bill, that’s a little bit of a
problem. Your voices need to be
brought to the table.”
To address the issue, MSUSA
proposed two fixes, one was
“More of Us, Less of You,”
which would put students at 33
percent of the individuals making these decisions. This would
obligate the donation of four
“Additional Campus Staff” spaces to students, and would mean
that each group had one-third
representation.
The
second,
less-ideal

option was “Less of You,
More Equality,” which would
put students at 15 percent of
the decision-making groups.
That would mean the removal
of “Additional Campus Staff”
and limit the size of “System
Office Staff” to two slots. This
would leave students, presidents,
and the system office each with
16 percent representation, and
faculty and staff with 25 percent.
This was addressed with
avoidance. Rosenstone was
quoted at MnSCU’s September
Board of Directors Meeting
saying, “We’ll cross that bridge
when we get there.”
Apparently, we have not
reached that bridge. The lack of
representation has seemingly put
students even further in the dark.
“So here in my hands, I have
the McKensey document, which
represents the implementation
of Charting the Future,” Meyer
said. “Now this is about $2
million and this is $2 million
of student fees, and if you are a
citizen, this is your money too.”
Meyer stood silently in front
of the town hall’s audience, and
began to flip through what was
supposed to be the document
spelling out the dramatic change
to the way MnSCU institutions
are run. Almost all of its 42
pages were blacked out.
“This is a problem, and this
is really where part of my
frustration and part of my bias is
going to creep in,” Meyer said.
“I’m a little bit pissed off about
this.”
Even after receiving the
heavily-censored document,
the association continued
to participate in Charting
the Future. Chair Cooper
attended stakeholder meetings,
representatives
continued
attempts to give input, but it still
didn’t seem their voices were
being heard.
Rosenstone seemingly begs to
differ.
“From the beginning, everyone
has had a seat at the table,”
he wrote in an email. “The
process continues to be one that
welcomes everyone’s best ideas.
We will continue to use this

effort as a roadmap to serve our
students better and strengthen
our colleges and universities.”
To address the indications
of student input being ignored,
MSUSA stakeholder groups
started meeting in private.
They arrived at an ultimatum:
the chancellor was to show the
McKinsey document in its full,
unredacted entirety, or support and involvement would be
pulled. The notion was presented
to the chancellor.
“How can we react, how can
we know if this is a positive
program if we can’t see what’s
going on, if our input is not
being brought to the table, and
if we can’t understand and see
how this is being implemented?”
Meyer said.
Still, it seems few involved at
the campus or state levels have
seen the document.
“We know the system office
has seen it,” Meyer said. “None
of the stakeholder groups have
seen it yet. MSUSA has not seen
it yet. I know it was offered to
several campuses to be seen in
the event that they had given an
affirmative vote.”
Student Senate Internal Affairs
Chair Sean Duckworth further
detailed the extent of the system
office’s ambiguity.
“Not even the implementation
teams, the people that are
supposed to be guiding the
process, have seen the McKinsey
document,” Duckworth said.
“So the people actually on these
teams who are supposed to be
providing input and guiding
it haven’t seen the basic plan
and outline for what’s supposed
to happen, from the words of
implementation team leaders
themselves.”
Early October, the steering
committee received MSUSA’s
aged ultimatum. Chair Cooper
attended its meeting, which
quickly turned confrontational.
Chancellor Rosenstone and
President Potter of St. Cloud were
reported to have aggressively
confronted Chair Cooper at
the meeting regarding conflicts
related to Charting the Future.
The report was recounted by

multiple stakeholder heads who
agreed that the reaction was both
over the top and unprofessional.
In a recent interview with
NPR’s All Things Considered,
Cooper recalled the meeting.
“I left that meeting in tears,”
Cooper said. “I wasn’t going to
sit there as a student and be talked
to like that from people who are
supposed to be supporting me
and supposed to be collaborating
with me.”
In an email, Rosenstone
seemingly defended his behavior.
“Change is hard and is
always accompanied by high
emotion and complication,” he
wrote. “Without a doubt, some
things could have been handled
differently, and some handled
better. I remain committed to
doing my best to make sure all
opinions are heard and all people
are treated respectfully.”
The MSUSA Board of
Directors has not yet come to a
conclusive, unanimous decision.

“We really have one of two
choices here,” Meyer said. “Do
we support Charting the Future, or
should we withdraw?”
Recently, two major faculty
unions withdrew their support
from Charting the Future at the
state level. They will no longer
be participating in steering group
meetings or implementation.
“They want out,” Meyer said.
“They don’t believe in the process,
which is pretty unfortunate, and I
think that says a lot about how this
process is going and what’s going
on.”
In the last two weeks, St. Cloud
has posted an affirmative resolution
to the reform, only to be retracted by
St. Cloud faculty, though its student
association remains on board.
Winona however, has passed a vote
of no confidence in Chancellor
Rosenstone, though it is uncertain
if they aim to formally withdraw
from Charting the Future efforts.
There have yet to be any decisions
from Metro, Bemidji, Southwest,
or Mankato. In September, Meyer
posted a resolution indicating
MSUM’s stance on the processes
surrounding Charting the Future.
“You put me in a position when
you voted for me to make decisions,
and I have a problem with idleness,”
Meyer said. “I don’t like to sit still,
particularly when this process is
not waiting. We’re almost a quarter
way through implementation at this
point, and the board has yet to come
to a decision. But in mid to late
September, I posted Moorhead’s
stance. And in that stance I said
no.”
The MSUSA-level resolution’s
bill of particulars elaborates on
Meyer’s issues with the reform due
to the expenditure of $2 million
which provided no insight to
students, his perception of student
voices having not been valued,
the non-democratic process which
the MnSCU system has reportedly
insisted on using to complete
further actions, the chancellor’s
personal behavior, and multiple
issues on the fronts of transparency,
accountability, and trustworthiness.
In it he states that the emphasis
on aligning majors with workforce
need for Minnesota business is “at
face value, harmful to students.” It
continues that while the goal seems
admirable and realistic on the surface,
it holds an implication of further
MNSCU, BACK PAGE
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American Indian Heritage Month

HERITAGE, FROM FRONT
groups and departments to
organize events throughout
November, starting with an
opening pipe ceremony in the
library today at 10:30 a.m.
“I just hope we have a good
turnout and that people learn
something about the different
Native peoples of America by
attending our events,” Smith
said.
“For example, if they attend
the women’s powwow dance
clothing event; maybe they went
to a powwow and they didn’t
know what the heck was going
on, maybe they could learn
why the women were wearing a
specific kind of dress.”
Smith said she’s most looking
forward to an event coordinated
with Dragons AfterDark, which
she hopes will offer students a
more light-hearted perspective
of American Indian cultures.
“Sometimes people in class
will say, ‘I thought you were so
serious,’” said Smith. “We joke
and laugh, but in class we might
be quiet. Some of the things
we want to do for Dragons
AfterDark is to show our fun
side; we’re doing handgames,
which is a guessing game, or a

round dance, which is a social
thing.”
Other events will include
an open practice with Buffalo
River Singers Drum Group,
speakers such as Michelle
Eagleman-Bointy,
project
director for the Center for
American Indian Community
Health, a performance by Native
American hip-hop artist Mic
Jordan.
Last November, students had
the opportunity to participate
in a sweat lodge ceremony, a
well-attended event hosted in
the lodge between the business
center and sustainability house.
The structure, which became
a permanent fixture in 2013,
is covered with blankets to
facilitate an inter-tribal sweat
lodge experience.
This year, students will again
have a chance to participate
in sweat lodge experiences,
purification ceremonies which
aim to cleanse participants’
bodies and clear their minds of
stress and negativity.
“For Native students, it’s for us
to come together; it’s kind of like
a piece of home,” said Smith.
“It helps for those that are

getting homesick. They could
go to a sweat and feel better. On
one hand the ceremony happens
so that the rest of the school
can learn about it, on the other
hand it’s so Native students feel
more at home when they have
something like that here.”
Though events like the sweat
lodge focus on American Indian
traditions, members of AISA
emphasized that everyone is
invited to participate and learn.
“Don’t be scared to come; we
welcome everybody, we’re not
going to ridicule anybody,” said
Swiftwater.
“We talk everybody through
everything regarding the sweat
lodges or the dancing, and
nobody’s going to think you’re
stupid.
“The whole reason why we
do this is so that people are
comfortable with it; so that
they know better than to ask
somebody ‘Do you live in a
teepee?’”
For more information about
November’s events, contact
Darcy Smith at smithda@
mnstate.edu or Jody Steile, AISA
Advisor, at steilejo@mnstate.
edu.

11/4
11/5
11/6
11/10
11/11

11/13

10:30 a.m. – Opening Pipe Ceremony, Library Lobby
7–9 p.m.- Buffalo River Singers Drum Group Open Practice,
King 115
12:15 p.m. – The Art of the Dance: Women’s Powwow Dance
Clothing by Delores Gabbard, Library 103
6:30 p.m. – Sweat Lodge and Naming Ceremony,
Sustainability House
6:30 p.m. -Sweat Lodge Ceremony, Sustainability House
7:00 p.m.- American Indian Populations and Type 2
Diabetes, Langseth 104
4:30 p.m. – McGrath Visiting Writers Series Reading by Dr.
Denise K. Lajimodiere, Library Porch
6 p.m. – Hip Hop Artist Mic Jordan and Friends, CMU
Underground

11/19

11 a.m. – The Role of Veterans in Ojibwe Culture, Hagen
113

11/20

6:30 p.m. – Sweat Lodge Ceremony, Sustainability House

11/21

6:30 p.m. – Sweat Lodge Ceremony, Sustainability House

All events are free and open to the public.
GRAPHIC BY MAUREEN MCMULLEN

wine liquor beer

NORWAY, FROM FRONT

Sept. 18th
Oct. 2nd
Oct. 16th
Nov. 6th
Nov. 20th
Dec. 4th
Dec. 18th

Students have an upcoming chance to study in Norway.

students who are undeclared, or
those interested in Scandinavian
countries. Applicants must be
sophomore level or higher and
have at least a 2.5 GPA.
The program offers three fivecredit classes. The semester
includes a class in Norwegian
society, education, and culture,
one in Norwegian language, and
one in beat art, which would
fulfill LASC goal 6. There
are other options available as
well. Just a few of the Englishspeaking
classes
offered
include business administration,
education, and engineering.
“If students want to experience
a very different kind of social
structure, [a] very positive,
education-friendly culture and/
or have this real interest because
of their family heritage and
exploring what Norway is like,
this will be a very nice fit,” said
Haak.
Students who are looking
for some familiarity will find
comfort in that the University
of Adger hosts about 8,000

students, which is about the
same amount as MSUM. The
city of Kristiansand is the fifth
largest city in Norway and has
a population of 83,000, about
twice that of Moorhead.
Kristiansand has several
attractions ranging from fjords
to a fish market. The city offers
golfing and paddling, and hosts
several festivals throughout the
year. Lucky travellers might
even get a glimpse of northern
lights.
If you’re looking for something
beyond
the
outstanding
price and credit fulfillments,
Kristiansand is an ideal location
for travelling to other parts of
Europe. Kristiansand is located
in southern Norway. Travellers
can take a two-hour ferry trip to
Hirtshals, Denmark for only $85
round-trip. In addition, travellers
can take a three-hour plane
ride to Bremen, Germany for a
round-trip price of only $450.
If you need more than that
to give you the push, Norway
has been ranked the best place

VISITNORWAY.COM

to live by multiple studies.
Norway has been ranked
number one on the Legtum
Institute’s Prosperity Index
since 2009.
The
Prosperity
Index
measures
things
from
personal well-being to country
prosperity. One of these
outstanding rankings includes
a 1:10 student to teacher ratio.
Norway also ranks number
one on the U.N. Human
Development Index.
The index takes into account
things such as life expectancy,
income, and mean years of
schooling. According to the
index, Norwegian students are
expected to receive over a year
more of schooling than U.S.
students.
Students who are interested
in learning more about the trip
can attend a “Norway Night”
information session on Nov. 19
at 4 in BR 267. Students who
can’t attend should contact
stdyabrd@mnstate.edu
for
more information.

Tasting
Schedule:

3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM
Craft Beer Tasting from 5–7PM
3rd Thursday Tasting from 5–8PM

we deliver
Place your order online at 99bottles.biz
or by calling 218.284.0099

Join our

Text Club
To be notified about our

Tasting
Events

&

Exclusive
Discounts

Text 99bottles
to 46786

Check us out
924 Main Ave
Moorhead, MN
56560
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Black Student Union celebrates culture
BY ELLEN ROSSOW
rossowel@mnstate.edu

Last
year,
posters
hung throughout campus
advertising a “Soul Food
Dinner.”
Complete
with
fried chicken and Kool-Aid,
promotion for this event
stirred up controversy with
passersby as whispers of
the event’s racist intentions
spread campus-wide.
This event was held by the
Black Student Union (BSU),
an organization on campus
dedicated to the celebration
of black culture.
According to BSU president
and mass communication
junior
Lexi
Byler,
the
intention of the “Soul Food
Dinner” was to do just that.
“Our main goal is to
promote social change and
celebrate black culture,” she
said. “We make food that
stems from black culture.”
Byler believes that the
creation
of
controversy
surrounding the event is what
made it racist.
“People thought it was
racist, but really it was their
own prejudice that made it
that way,” she said.
The confusion, for many,
could have stemmed from
misinterpretation
of
the
language used on the poster.
“There are just certain

foods that we call ‘soul
foods,’ and that’s what we
have at that dinner,” Byler
said.
“Obviously
black
people don’t just eat fried
chicken all the time, so when
we do we call it soul food.”
According to Byler, BSU
intends to continue hosting
an
annual
“Soul
Food
Dinner,” regardless of the
controversy last year.
“That is just what we call
it, and it’s going to keep
being called that,” she said.
Besides celebrating culture
through food, BSU holds a
variety of other events and
speakers that aim to promote
the organization’s goals.
Last year the group held
an event called “The MisEducation
of
NIG*ER,”
which gave attendees a look
into the history of the word.
BSU also hosts monthly
meetings
on
specific
topics, like police brutality,
institutionalized
racism,
white privilege, and gang
violence.
BSU is a relatively new
organization on campus, as
it was formerly known as
“Umoja.”
“Umoja is Swahili for
unity,”
Byler
explained.
“That organization kind of
faded away, so last year we
rebooted it and changed the
name.”

Attendees of BSU’s 2014 “Soul Food Dinner” play black history trivia for prizes.

Byler said there were many
reasons for the name change.
“The Black Student Union
is a national organization in
campuses across the whole
United States,” she said. “We
wanted to be affiliated with
that.”
Just as BSU received

backlash for their “Soul Food
Dinner” event, there was some
controversy surrounding their
name change as well.
“Because of our name,
people assume that it is only
for black people,” she said.
“We try to stress that is is
open for everyone.”

SUBMITTED PHOTO

For more information about
BSU, like or message MSUM
Black Student Union on
Facebook.
“We want to celebrate black
culture, but that doesn’t mean
with only black people,”
Byler said. “That means with
everyone.”

CONTACT ADMISSIONS: 701.478.1772 x104
admissions@tspaFargo.com

tspaFargo.com

BE CREATIVE.
CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
ENROLL NOW.
PURSUE A CAREER WITH PASSION
AND UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
Cosmetology, Massage Therapy, Esthetics and Nail Technology
Build a foundation for work as a hair dresser, spa owner, stylist for TV and
film & much more. Financial Aid available to students who qualify.
For more information about our graduation rates, the median loan debt of students who completed the program and other important information visit www.tspafargo.com
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Students earn prestigious research
internships at MIT, IBM
BY MARIE VEILLETTE
veillettema@mnstate.edu

Colleges with low acceptance rates and highly held reputations are the stuff
many prospective students’ dreams are made of. While a great number apply only
to be rejected, others never send in an application, figuring they won’t have the
standout resume to claim a spot.
Two MSUM students facing similar situations pushed aside their uncertainties
and applied for prestigious internships last summer; both were accepted.
Loza Tadesse, chemistry sophomore, and Iwnetim Abate, physics senior, spent
hours searching and applying for internships last year. Both said they chose a
mixture of possibilities, some more competitive and desirable and others more
attainable.
All their hard work paid off, as both were accepted by their top choices. Tadesse
spent 10 weeks researching at MIT, while Abate worked for 12 weeks in the
corporate world at IBM.
Tadesse’s program had an acceptance rate of only 10 percent, making her one
of only 38 students invited to Massachusetts to study and research. The internship
included all expenses paid as well as a $3,500 stipend.
While at the university, Tadesse studied lithium air batteries. These next
-generation batteries are designed to be used in electric cars, but their current
power is only a fraction of their potential.
The specific type of lithium battery she studied was more “bio-inspired” than
others, she said.
“What makes the lab that I worked with unique was they were trying to develop
the batteries using a virus,” Tadesse said.
The battery is made entirely on a lab table, as the virus helps to assemble the
parts.
Though there has not been a large enough battery of this type created to power a
car, it has been able to power lamps and other small appliances. Tadesse’s research
was successful, and she and her advisor plan to publish their results.
Abate’s internship was highly competitive as well; he was chosen out of 200
applicants for a single position.
“It’s very competitive to get there because they pay you a lot and treat you very
well,” Abate said.
Also studying lithium air batteries, Abate focused on finding the best combination
of materials and chemicals to produce the most effective battery.
“If you want a good battery, you want it to have high efficiency, and also you
want it to charge very fast,” Abate said. He added there is a trade off between the
two factors; the faster the battery charges, the less powerful it will be.
“My research work was to find materials that would give us high efficiency and
also a fast recharge rate,” he said.
Batteries in electric cars are currently only able to power the vehicle for about
100 miles per charge. Abate’s goal was to create a battery that would power a car
for 500 miles per charge, compatible to the average distance a diesel-powered
engine will run per tank.
After his 10-week program was completed, Abate had two weeks before fall
classes began. He asked for an extension to fill the time before school started, and
was granted a second internship of sorts.
His final two weeks focused on Africa, specifically the possibilities IBM saw in
the gap of technology between the continent and the U.S. and how to fill it. Abate
is originally from Ethiopia, so the topic was easy to connect with.
Though both were surprised they were accepted to the program of their choice,
Tadesse and Abate have experience that helped them stand out among applicants.
Each was involved in research with professors at MSUM. Abate had also
interned at the California institute of Technology the previous two summers before
accepting the IBM position.
Calling their experiences life-changing would not be an overstatement. Both said
their future plans changed because of their internships.
Tadesse was originally a physics major when she started as a freshman at MSUM.
When she got back to the university the fall after her internship, she had decided
to change to chemistry. The opportunity also solidified her interest in researchintensive graduate school programs.
Abate thought he wanted to remain in academics after finishing his degree, and
said the internship expanded his career prospects to include industry and business.
He added working with energy pointed him to an area of focus within his major.
“Energy is the backbone for everything,” he said. “Everything is energy.”
Though their internships are over, Tadesse and Abate are not finished with
the research. Both have plans to present their findings at multiple upcoming
conferences.
This Friday, Tadesse and Abate will travel to Arizona for Sigma Xi’s annual
international meeting. They will present with 300 students, and compete for prizes.
In late November they will travel to Boston to present at the Materials Research
Society’s exhibit.
MSUM students can hear about Tadesse’s and Abate’s research at the Student
Academic Conference this April in the CMU.
Most research conferences offer the choice of formally presenting to a room or
presenting from a poster. Both said they always choose the latter option because it
is more personal.
“That way you can meet a lot of people rather than standing in a room in front
of people,” Abate said. “Making that connection at this time will help us in the
future.”
Despite the seemly impossible odds, Tadesse and Abate encouraged students to
apply to “dream” opportunities.
“When I was applying for summer internships, IBM was my first choice,” Abate
said. “I thought I wouldn’t get in because there was only one spot there; it was the
only place I got accepted from seven other places.”
“I never thought it would have been possible getting the opportunity to be in that
place and to work and actually be successful at what I did,” Tadesse said. “That
was the best part of it. You never know where life will lead you.”

Iwnetim Abate poses next to an IBM sign during his internship last summer.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Loza Tadesse poses for a “selfie” while hard at work in the lab.

SUBMITTED PHOTO

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Tadesse poses with her research after completing her internship with MIT this summer.
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Movie Review:

Fury
COLLIDER.COM

IMDB rated the movie 8.1 out of 10 stars from over 33,000 users. Rotten Tomatoes rated it 79% on the tomatometer.

BY CHRIS SANCHEZ
sanchezch@mnstate.edu

Let’s face it: war is hell.
Like many other depictions of
war on film, David Ayer’s “Fury”
shows the horrors of WWII. It’s
what may be expected from a
big studio war picture, but this
time it’s from the perspective of
tank combat. Conventions aside,
Ayer’s film is unflinching, gritty
and entertaining. Yet, in the end,
this film falls short.
In April 1945, during the last
days of WWII, a tank crew is on
a mission in Germany. The crew
is led by fierce commander Don
“Wardaddy” Collier (Brad Pitt),
whose goal is to protect his
crewmen, including Swan (Shia

LaBeouf), Travis (Walking
Dead alum Jon Bernthal) and
Garcia (Michael Pena). After
their assistant driver is killed
in combat, an intimidated new
recruit Norman (Logan Lerman)
takes his place despite the fact
that he’s a typist with no combat
experience. All he has left is
to clean what remained of the
assistant driver after his demise
(hint: it’s pretty gnarly).
Arriving in Berlin, the crew
slugs through the town waiting
for German soldiers to strike.
What “Fury” does well here is
expresses that these courageous
soldiers’ fates are held in the
enemy’s hands, and makes
the audience feel the dread
and anxiety of the events that

may or may not occur. When
the German tanks do arrive,
the film doesn’t steer away
from the brutality of the battle
sequences, so much at times
you feel that Ayer is grinding
your face into it.
These battle scenes are often
intense,
but
unfortunately
become
repetitive
and
reminiscent of more effective
war films. “Fury’s” best scenes
actually occur outside the
carnage, in quieter moments
when the crew is bonding in
the tank. The director tries to
make an intimate setting, and it
works in that respect. Another
scene involving Wardaddy
and Norman with two German
women is similarly effective.

The main issue with “Fury”
is that it doesn’t offer anything
groundbreaking or illuminating
to the genre. It tries to be the
next “Saving Private Ryan” in
that it attempts to be a visceral,
breathtaking, but emotionally
-charged war film, but it fails
at this.
“Fury” does shine in character
development, however. You
have to commend the actors, as
LaBeouf and Bernthal give their
all while Pena does his best
given that his character is the
thinnest drawn-out character
of the bunch. Pitt is quite good,
even though it might be hard
to differentiate him from his
character in Quentin Tarantino’s
more thrilling and audaciously

crafted WWII film “Inglorious
Bastards.” His character here
is more of a father figure,
and no less of a commanding
one, which has always been
Pitt’s strength as an actor. It is
Lerman who quietly upstages
his co-stars, though, as the new
kid Norman. His character is
the most fleshed-out, and gives
the film its emotional core.
The rooting factor for him is
inevitable.
“Fury” is solid enough, but
it could have gone to greater
heights, and could have cut
deeper into the soldier’s
psyche. Clearly, Ayer wanted
to show the soldiers’ emotional
conflicts. If only it were more
compelling.

Plains Art Museum gets FM artfully
happy about creative education
BY NARJES AL-BAKSHY
albakshyna@mnstate.edu

The Plains Art Museum in
downtown Fargo will host Art
School 3.0: An Artful Happy
Hour on Nov. 4, from 6 - 7 p.m.
The free and open-to-the-public
event focuses on the study of art
in the Tri-College community.
Led by the museum’s CEO,
Colleen Sheehy, art students,
faculty,
instructors
and
enthusiasts are welcome to sip
on complimentary beverages
while conversing about various
aspects of art, ranging from a
philosophical approach to a
practical one.
“It’s not just a matter of being
able to draw or paint, but to
think creatively, be a problemsolver, and connect with people
and organizations,” Sheehy said.
Topics of the dialogue include:
art in the 21st century, the role
of artists in the future and how
the field is adapting to recent
technologies.
After the discussion, three art
professors from NDSU, MSUM
and Concordia College will speak
about how their programs match
the expectations of artists in the
21st century. Michael Strand,
Kelli Sinner and Peter Schultz
will share tips and advice about
what it takes to be the next
generation of artists, as well as
what to expect in the art industry
after graduating.
The speakers were chosen by
Sheehy based on their knowledge
of the art programs of NDSU,
MSUM and Concordia.
“They are the current chairs
of the art departments at the
three schools,” Sheehy said.
“So they are involved as leaders
in their programs have a good
understanding of curriculum and
program goals.”
The talk urges young artists to

embrace new trends in an industry
that is constantly changing.
“I push students to consider
the nature of art beyond the
traditional models that they
have been taught,” Strand said.
“It is all about unpacking preconceived notions of what ‘artist’
means, and looking broadly at the
way artists are connected to the
world.”
Art programs at universities
are aware of the innovations
occurring in the art industry and
accommodate the necessary
classes for students. They hope
for students to graduate equipped
with the knowledge they need to
succeed in the industry.

“With (art) majors, we are
adding both design-thinking and
education tracks to our program,

“It’s not just a matter
of being able to draw
or paint but to think
creatively, be a problem
solver, and connect
with people and
organizations”

which will open up further
partnerships across (NDSU)
campus,” Strand said. “This
increases the opportunities for
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BioLife donor

our students to be successful after
graduation.”
Self-taught artists are not as
common as before because of the
changing dynamic of a career in
art. Having a degree in art can
take an artist to the next level.
“There’s a lot of competition
in the art field, so making the
investment in time, discipline,
and money is important if you
want to be a professional artist,”
Sheehy said.
After the event, visitors are
invited to view the “Art Boom”
exhibition, which features works
from 24 professors and instructors
at the university level. Strand has
an art piece, “Code,” which is

be a
lifesaver
at biolife.

it doesn’t matter who you
are or what you do,
your plasma donation has
the potential to save
countless lives.

part of the exhibition.
“I hope this discussion will
open students’ eyes about the
thought that goes in to running
an arts program and curriculum,”
Sheehy said. “These ideas are
pertinent around the country, and
they’ll find out more about how
these schools think about artistic
training.”
The museum encourages young
artists to visit their exhibitions to
learn about new trends in art, to
network with other artists and
to take art classes offered in
The Center of Creativity. Being
a proactive member of the art
community is the gateway to a
successful career.

receive up to
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your 1st month!
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to learn more and
schedule your donation.
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this coupon and receive $160 in just
three donations.

must present this coupon prior to the initial donation to receive a total of $40 on
your first, a total of $50 on your second and a total of $70 on your third successful
donation. initial donation must be completed by 10.31.14 and
subsequent donations within 30 days. coupon redeemable
only upon completing successful donations. may not be
combined with any other offer. only at participating locations.
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NDSU hosts Tri-College Drag Show
Kelly Coxsyn, professional drag queen, emceed NDSU’s first drag show. She is the manager, host, and performer for Hell On Heels Drag Shows.

SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu

BY SAMANTHA STARK
starksa@mnstate.edu

SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu
The coordinating crew included Grace Cabarle (Pride Alliance President), Rebecca Erickson (Pride Alliance Vice President), Keven Doran (Pride
Alliance Treasure), and Col Lippert (Pride Alliance member/spot light). Performers included Luke A. Bedrocker, Two Sheds Jackson, King Starling,
Harmony,The Clockmaster, and professional drag queen Kelly Coxsyn.

SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu
The Clockmaster (left) and King Starling (right) did their duet performance to “There Is A
Good Reason These Tables Are Numbered Honey. You Just Haven’t Thought
Of It Yet” by Panic! At The Disco. King Starling also did an opening solo performance to
“Bad to the Bone” by George Thorogood.

SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu
Two Seds Jackson performed two numbers: “A Fate
Worse Than Death” by Creature Feature and “I’m
British” by Professor Elemental, during which he wore a
British flag as a cape.

SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu
SAMANTHA STARK • starksa@mnstate.edu
Luke A. Bedrocker performed two country numbers:
Harmony performed two numbers: “Lucky” by Britney Spears and “Breakaway” by Kelly
“Country Girl” by Luke Bryan and “Back That Thing Up”
Clarkson.
by Justin Moore.

For some, self-expression is painting
on an empty canvas or playing guitar.
For others, it’s about men slipping on
wigs and heels, women drawing on
beards, and lip-synching for cheering
crowds.
NDSU’s Pride Alliance, with support
from Campus Live and the Equity and
Diversity Center, hosted the Tri-College
Drag Show, NDSU’s first drag show,
on Saturday to introduce this form
of self-expression, performance and
entertainment of drag to NDSU campus.
In past years, MSUM’s Dragons
AfterDark and Gay-Straight Alliance
have hosted Tri-College Drag Shows,
and NDSU wanted in on some of the
fun.
“I want our group [NDSU’s Pride
Alliance] to have visibility on campus
and introduce drag to people who have
never experienced it before,” said Grace
Cabarle, Pride Alliance president and
main organizer of the event.
Twelve
unique
and
energized
performances
were
showcased
throughout the night, including student
performers and professional drag queen
Kelly Coxsyn, also known as Kyle
Matthews, emceed the event. With
her exaggerated personality, Coxsyn
brought the crowd to screaming laughter
every time she hit the stage.
Each entertainer embraced their
personality through their performances,
leaving the audience constantly cheering
throughout the event.
The drag show was the first
performance for Todd Richter, whose
stage name is Harmony, but it has
already become an important outlet for
self-expression in his life.
“I want to bring something different
to every drag show,” Richter said.
And that is exactly what he did.
Richter was the only amateur drag queen
performing at the event. To embrace
this fact, during his last performance
to “Breakaway” by Kelly Clarkson he
whipped off his rainbow wig and waved
it in the air.
He hopes to become a regular in the
drag community and perform in future
drag shows hosted at NDSU.
Even though drag shows are more
widely known for their drag queens,
this event feaured performances by four
drag kings. From rap to country to rock,
every king revealed their passion and
enthusiasm through their performances.
After the performers removed their
attire, attendees sang karaoke with
PowerPlay DJ and played card games
until midnight.
Due to the overwhelming support of
the tri-colleges and FM community,
Cabarle said that Pride Alliance is
planning to make the show an annual
event at NDSU.
“I have had a lot of people come up to
me and express they wanted us to host
a drag show,” Cabarle said. “Since we
had such a good turnout, we hope to
host more.”
The next Tri-College Drag Show will
be hosted by Dragons AfterDark this
coming spring semester.
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Dragons trounce Beavers, Hodge sets passing record

TURNER BLAUFUSS • blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

Abe Roehrich (#20) lays a hit on the Minot quarterback Zac Cunha.

BY TURNER BLAUFUSS
blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

The Dragons deserved this
one. In a season that presented
a stacked schedule early on
and multiple heart-breaking
losses, the MSUM football
team ran wild on the Minot
State Beavers in a 52-7 home
win.
They were clicking in all
facets of the game posting
over 600 yards of offense,
limiting Minot to 212 yards
and the special teams were
flawless.
“We’ve been struggling this
year and a win like this gives
us a lot of momentum going
forward,” quarterback Jack
Hodge said.
The Dragons got on the
board in the first quarter with

Hodge scrambling in for a
score on fourth and eight.
Hodge tore it up all game after
sitting out last week’s game
with an injury as the dualthreat QB ran for 101 yards
and threw for 253 to set the
MSUM all-time passing mark
with 5,843 yards.
“Getting the school record
was impressive. (Hodge has)
been a great teammate,” said
Dragon football coach Steve
Laqua. “Our guys would do
anything for him and when
you got a guy that the team
really respects you have to be
happy when they succeed.”
“It’s nice I guess, but I
couldn’t do it without my
O-line, my running backs and
my receivers,” Hodge said. “It
goes out to them not just me.”
After a big hookup with his

favorite target, Adam Jiskra
for 26 yards, Hodge found
Zayne Medhaug for a sevenyard score for the junior
running back’s first of three
touchdowns on the day.
Hodge hit Hunter Braaten
for a 19-yard touchdown and
Medhaug took an option pitch
in for a three-yard score to
head into the half up 28.
The Dragon defense was
flying around all game,
locking down the Beavers
with Abe Roehrich laying hits
on Minot’s quarterback.
“We had a pretty aggressive
mindset in the defensive game
plan,” Laqua said.
“We got a lot of pressure
and kept the quarterback offbalanced and uncomfortable
in the pocket and that made
a big difference, Abe was

TURNER BLAUFUSS • blaufusstu@mnstate.edu

MSUM QB Jake Hodge (#12) celebrates a rushing score.

part of our defensive game
pressure game plan. We
thought he could really get
after the quarterback.”
The third quarter saw the
Dragons nail a field goal and
Medhaug busted a 32-yard run
to pay-dirt to increase their
lead.
Hodge found his money
target Jiskra in the red zone
for a one-yard touchdown in
the fourth quarter. The star
Dragon
receiver
finished
the game with 113 yards and
Medhaug ended with 148
yards of offense.
“Adam
had
another
great performance and I
thought Zayne gave us some
consistency running and being
a threat out of the backfield,”
Laqua said.
After a Minot score, the

Dragons put in their subs and
the sidelines were all looking
for Chris Kroeten to close the
game out.
Kroeten has battled injuries
his whole career and the senior
running back made the most
of his carries driving the ball
downfield and capping off the
drive with a three-yard score.
“We really steamrolled and
our kids had the killer instinct
to close out the game in the
second half,” Laqua said. “It
was nice we came out and got
that taken care of.”
The Dragons hope to ride
the momentum Saturday on
the road against Bemidji State
University in a battle for The
Axe. Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.
“Hopefully we can keep it
rolling get a win and keep The
Axe,” Hodge said.

Athletes in Action: Bohl leads on and off field

TOMI THOMPSON • thompsonto@mnstate.edu

BY TOMI THOMPSON
thompsonto@mnstate.edu

When looking for leadership
on the field, the Dragon football
team turns to co-captain Aaron
Bohl.
On Tuesday nights, student
athletes turn to Bohl for a
different kind of guidance.
Bohl is one of the leaders of
Athletes in Action, a Christian
organization which gathers
during the week to discuss their
beliefs.

“It’s nice to see other athletes
believe the same thing you do
and you’re not just on an island
by yourself in this world,” said
Bohl.
Bohl said growing up in a
Christian home and his mom’s
faith were both big influences
in his life.
In high school, Bohl
participated in the Fellowship
of Christian Athletes. He said
the group’s leader tied biblical
lessons into real-life situations,
which sparked interest in

further exploration of his own
beliefs.
When he got to MSUM, Bohl
was disappointed to see there
was no existing prayer group or
bible study for student athletes.
“I was kind of bummed about
that,” he said.
While home for winter break,
Bohl said he prayed that an
opportunity for his faith and
sport to come together.
On his second day back at
MSUM for the spring semester,
he was approached by his

former teammate Logan Romines,
who was looking to start Athletes
in Action.
Bohl was eager to be a part of it.
“I jumped on it right away,” he
said.
Bohl says his faith allows him
to have a different approach to life
and sports.
“I have a different mindset than
a lot of people,” said Bohl. “Some
people’s only motivation is to
win. I don’t have too much talent,
but God gave this opportunity to
use my sport to glorify him and to
bring people to him.”
Bohl says even with some of
the struggles he and his team have
faced this season, he’s been able to
turn to the Bible to find motivation
to push through difficulties.
The difficult start to the
Dragon’s season led Bohl to
question his leadership abilities.
“I didn’t know if I was going to
be able to go out there and be a
good Christian leader,” he said.
To help revive his faith, Bohl
looked to a bible verse his
mother would share with him,
2 Corinthians 4:8-9: “We’re
perplexed, but not in despair;
persecuted, but not forgotten;
struck down, but not destroyed.”
Bohl said the verse gave him

strength.
“I still have a great opportunity
here to show Jesus and Jesus’ love
through tough times in our sport,”
Bohl said.
Dragon football player Cory
Ambrose says Bohl’s trustworthy
and generous personality is why
people are drawn to him as a
leader.
“He’s a very trustworthy friend,
he’s a very trustworthy teammate,
he’s a very trustworthy leader,”
said Ambros. “You can always just
rely on him whenever you need
anything. You can always trust him
to fulfill what he says he will do.”
He said that Bohl has also been a
spiritual guide in his own life.
“Coming into college, my faith
life faded away a little bit, and
he helped me get back on track
with that,” Ambrose said. “You
can often times see him discipling
other people and helping other
people fill their true potential.”
For Bohl, Athletes in Action
helps him live the way he believes
Jesus calls him to live, and bring
his passion for sports and faith
together.
“My relationship with God and
my relationship with the guys on
the team are the most important
things in my life,” said Bohl.
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MSUM women concede late, drop Senior Day
BY ADAM WATTS
wattsad@mnstate.edu

After 83 minutes of scoreless
play, the Dragon women’s soccer
team was hoping for a fairy tale
ending to Senior Day.
The fairy tale was not meant
to be, however, and in the 84th
minute the Dragon’s hopes for
victory turned into a Halloween
pumpkin.
Andrea Muller scored on a
header off a corner kick from Emily
Christensen to lift the University
of Mary over the Dragons 1-0
on Friday afternoon in Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference
competition.This was the fourth
time this season and second game
in a row Dragons conceded a
game-sealing goal with fewer than
10 minutes remaining.
Last weekend in their loss to
Sioux Falls, the Dragons allowed
a goal in the 85th minute. Earlier
in the season they had allowed
goals in the 86th minute against
Northern State and the 93rd
against Winona State.
Erin Nyberg, a senior and
captain for the Dragons kept her
spirits up after the game.
“I don’t feel like we lost,” said
Nyberg. “We played too well.
I feel like we should have won
except for the last few minutes of
the game. We played better soccer,
I think, all around.”
“It’s hard— when you work
so hard and I think we had a
better run of play and we created

opportunities,” coach Rollie
Bulock said of losing in the final
minutes. “There were six minutes
left. The game isn’t over. You keep
going. You keep working.”
The Dragons had several
chances to score during the game
including a 70th minute strike
from freshman forward Annika
Greaney that beat Mary’s keeper,
Shelby Buttron, to the top right
corner but drifted just to the right
of the goal.
Erin Nyberg had a game-high
three shots on goal. One of her
shots was a dart off a volley that
went straight at the keeper and was
easily corralled in her abdomen.
“It was a little embarrassing — I
kicked it right at her,” Nyberg said
of the shot.
A goal for Nyberg on Senior
Day would have been something
right out of a fairy tale. Both she
and midfielder Stephanie Lindo
were recognized before the game.
They were each presented with
a bouquet of flowers and shared
words with coach Bulock at
midfield.
“The never-give-up, keepworking attitude: this is what
these two bring to the team,”
Bulock said, praising his seniors,
“Their legacy they’ve left behind.
You never quit. You always keep
working. You take advantage of
the opportunities that are given to
you.”
While Nyberg had a productive
day, Lindo was left to watch from
the sidelines when she tweaked

Senior forward Erin Nyberg rips a shot against University of Mary.

her hamstring only a few minutes
into the game. She did not let the
injury get her down, however.
“Sitting on the bench she was
supporting the players on the
field,” Bulock said of the injured
senior.
“She was getting everybody
riled up on the bench and keeping
them going.”
The Dragons started the game
with two seniors on the field
and finished with only one.
Next season there will be more
experienced players seeing time.
There are 10 juniors on the
roster as well as six sophomores
and nine freshmen.

The Bulock hopes that his
younger players are learning from
the close games and improving.
“There is no doubt about it;
we’ve come a long ways this

Crystal Branden • brandencr@mnstate.edu

year, in so many close games,”
said Bulock. “Eventually with all
the experience we’re getting out
here those close games are going
to start going our way.”

Be awesome.
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Jackie Woods: NSISC
‘Swimmer of the Week’
Meet Dena.
FACEBOOK

BY MEG KEIM
keimme@mnstate.edu

Jackie Woods, a junior at
MSUM, has been named the
New South Intercollegiate
Swim Conference Swimmer of
the Week.
A captrain for the Dragons
this season, Woods’s stroke of
choice is the breaststroke.
She and co-captains Megan
Sanford, Annika Bordak and
Viviane Nagasaki said they
help each other motivate the
team.
The Dragon swim team
participated in the Cows,
Colleges and Contentment
Classic in Northfield, Minn.
on
Saturday.
The
team
captains took the swimmers to
ValleySCARE in Shakopee this
weekend after their meet as a
bonding experience.
Supporting each other is
very important in a sport like
swimming.
“We work together and cheer
each other on throughout the
season,” said Woods.
Woods explained that because
the swim team has the longest
season of any sport that MSUM
offers, they have to work extra
hard to motivate the team. While
enduring their long season, the
swimmers get frustrated from
long, hard practices, and these

small bonding events give them
something to look forward to.
At the meet this past weekend,
Woods bested her competitors,
winning the 100 breaststroke
in 1:07.32 and taking fourth in
the 200 breaststroke at 2:31.52.
After learning on Tuesday that
she was named the NSISC
Swimmer of the Week, Woods
said she was “so surprised and
shocked” by the honor. She is
the first MSUM swimmer this
season to receive the honor.
Woods has been swimming
since the age of six and said
she still loves it as much as she
did when she was young.
She swam throughout high
school and was a captain during
her four years there. She then
went on to lead the Dragons
with 22 wins her freshmen year
and set the MSUM record for
the breaststroke her sophomore
year. Woods continues to grow
as an athlete and a leader
alongside her teammates.
Her favorite part of being in
the sport is her teammates. She
explained that “swimmers are
a unique group,” and that they
spend so much time together that
they become a family, forming
important relationships. Woods
says she ultimately “gets
to see the weirdest side of
everybody,” which is a part she

really enjoys.
Swimming
has
become
an important tool for Woods
over the years as she uses it
to express herself and relieve
stress.
Woods says that if she “walks
into Nemzek in a bad mood, as
soon as I walk onto the pool
deck, the mood is gone.”
She stressed she “is very
blessed” to have swimming in
her life.
As Woods continues to shine
this season, breaking records
and winning events for her
team, her studies also keep
her busy. She uses swimming
as a positive influence in her
life and also as a basis for her
career.
An exercise science and mass
communications major, Woods’
dream is to open a health club
and to promote fitness and
growth.
Woods looks forward to the
remainder of the season and
her final years as a college
athlete. The Dragons have a
young swim team this year and
Woods enjoys her role as a team
captain.
She said she is headed in
the right direction and will
continue to move forward with
her education and her athletic
goals.

She wakes up.
She makes it to class.
She donates plasma at Talecris
Plasma Resources.
She changes lives.

She’s awesome.
Find out how becoming a plasma donor can
make a difference for patients and help you
earn extra money.

New donors earn up to $250 on
your first 5 donations ($50 each).*

Talecris Plasma Resources
800 Holiday Drive, Suite 140
Moorhead, MN 56560

218-287-2700

located just off I-94 and 8th street behind Starbucks
Visit mdmnplasma.com
to learn more.
In addition to meeting the donation criteria, you must provide a valid photo I.D.,
proof of your current address and your Social Security or immigration card to donate.
Must be 18 years of age or older to donate. (19 years of age or older in AL)

*We accept all competitor’s
new donor coupons/offers.
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Student Body President Cody Meyer addresses the audience at the senate’s town hall meeting Wednesday.

cuts to liberal arts curricula.
“We, as the students of MSUM
have already felt cuts in programs and there are concerns as
to who will be setting the agenda,” Meyer said. “The liberal arts
curriculum and a broad exposure
to arts, language, culture, and
other disciplines associated with
the liberal arts are close to the
hearts and priorities of students at
MSUM and they are concerned
with the possible realignment of
educational outcomes and who’s
directing them.”
Meyer continued that the
severe lack of consultation with
stakeholder groups, particularly with students, is completely
unacceptable.
He added that the excessive
secrecy surrounding the reform
has hindered any and all ability
to critique or analyze the agenda.
“The lack of transparency
regarding the documents has been
an issue of extreme concern from
the beginning,” Meyer said. “The
documents regarding the implementation, content, or anything
regarding Charting the Future
have not been made available for
review by the stakeholders. It is a
serious problem.”
The concerns were followed
by an additional criticism of
McKinsey & Co.’s apparent ethics and priorities.
Meyer’s call for change formally requests a stance on Charting
the Future to be made public from
the MSUSA board of directors
and that the state chair formally request an unaltered copy of
the McKinsey document to be
presented for review at the next
board of directors meeting.
“As director for Moorhead,
I formally and officially reject
Charting the Future,” the bill
resolves. “I cannot and will not
on good conscience accept the
process and the intended output
of the project. It has since its
beginning been secretive, non-inclusive, and harmful to students.
I formally vote no and will continue my involvement to fight for
students.”
Meyer said the student association of St. Cloud may be upholding its approval as a result of
administrative interference.
“Notably, recently the chancellor did call all of the university
presidents asking them to ask
directors to get online and have
a talk with them about Charting
the Future and about what’s going

on,” Meyer said.
“Some of them legitimately
accept Charting the Future and
think it’s a good idea, some of
the university presidents have
had some serious backlash. We
saw it with State Chair Cooper
at the committee meeting with
President Potter, we’ve seen it at
some of the individual campus
levels, where university presidents are intimidating their own
senates. They’re using their influence as a weapon to bring senates
on board. It’s unfortunate, but it’s
the truth. It’s what’s happening.”
He emphasized Senate’s experience here has been nothing
short of respectful.
“There’s something that needs
to be understood,” Meyer said.
“Anne Blackhurst works for the
chancellor. We don’t. So she’s
in a position where, she rocks
the boat, that could damage her
career, but Anne Blackhurst has
never once done one of those
things. In fact, she pulled me
aside in one of our one-on-ones
and said that she fully respects
and understands our concerns and
she respects our right to organize,
to voice our concerns, to talk
about it. She has been very good
to us.”
Meyer said that’s still no reason
to stop asking questions:
“First and foremost, get educated. Know what’s going on,
because they’re banking on you.
They expect you to not know
what’s going on. In fact, they
profit from it, so the less you
know, the better off they are.
Second of all, start talking about
it. Start asking questions of the
system office. Start asking questions of Moorhead. You are in a
position where you paid for it.
You’re in charge here. Get educated and ask questions because
that’s what they fear the most.
They don’t like you asking questions. They have an expectation
that you’re just going to sit idly
and you’re going to let the big
boys take care of what needs
to be taken care of. And that’s
part of the problem. That’s where
these secret $2 million contracts
come from.
That’s where implementation teams not listening to students comes from. That’s where
problems with this process have
derived from.Get educated, ask
questions, and keep pushing.”
October 17, the 30 presidents
of all MnSCU institutions signed

a letter of support stating: “We,
the presidents of the MnSCU colleges and universities, are united
in our enthusiasm for and pride in
the work to-date on Charting the
Future. The collaborative effort
of the students, faculty and staff
at our colleges and universities
shows in the progress that’s been
made and the plans moving forward. We stand ready for what’s
next, with a keen eye toward
student success and institutional
excellence.”
Meyer said it’s difficult to
approve of something few know
anything about.
“We can’t critique it, we can’t
analyze it. You paid for it, but
you can’t see it,” Meyer said.
“I’m not going to sit back idly
and watch my students get patted
on the head and told that someone else knows what’s best for
them. I don’t believe in that, I
don’t believe that’s democratic.
I don’t believe that’s ethical. I
don’t believe anything about it.”
In response, Meyer has created the Moorhead Resolution, a
series of educational goals which
will be released this week.
A new blog titled Charting
Moorhead’s Future has also been
created to document progress
with the reform.
“Unfortunately, we have heard
rumors that the heads of some
of our unions have decided to
walk away from the Charting the
Future effort,” Rosenstone wrote
in an email to students and faculty. “Despite their stance, I will
continue to seek the input of all
students, faculty, and staff just as
I have done for the past two years
that we have all been working
together on Charting the Future.”
At the Senate’s latest meeting
Thursday, it unanimously voted
to formally oppose Charting the
Future.
“I made a position on behalf of
Moorhead and I am of the firm
belief that as your representative official at MSUSA, as your
student body president, you’ve
entrusted me with a responsibility to sometimes make decisions
even when I don’t have all the
information,” Meyer said. “I have
to go on my gut. I have to go on
what I know is right, and I have
to go on what I know you, as
students, value. And that’s what
I feel I did with my resolution,
and with my continued questions,
concerns, and active fight against
Charting the Future. There may

come a day where we get what
we want, where we get the equal
representation, where we get to
see a product that is more reflective of what we want as students,
but until that day and until we
have gotten that representation
and we’ve gotten that input and
we’ve gotten that correction of
process, I will continue to fight it
tooth and nail.”
Rosenstone appears in denial of
students’ retaliation.
“While the heads of the unions

may have made the regrettable
decision to walk away from the
table, their seats will be there for
them whenever they decide to
return,” Rosenstone said.
But students aren’t swayed.
“On the basis of some of the
behavior that’s come out of the
system office, based on things that
have happened at the state level
with some of these implementation
teams, I’m going to say that we’re
assuming the worst and hoping for
the best,” Meyer said.
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